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Natural Gas Plant. In the study, unit plants of reboiler, stripper, cooling,
compressor, acid dehydrated, heat transfer fluid, expander, and liquefaction
were examine in terms of reliability and unreliability for a period of eight
years. The results obtained revealed decrease in reliability value of unit plant
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unit. The study revealed that all the unit plants considered maintained high
performance within the period under investigation. The function parameters
evaluated in this research work include, mean time between failure, total
mean time between failure, failure rate, total failure rate, failure per year, total
failure rate, failure per year, total failure per year, corrective time per failure,
total corrective time per year, time lost per year, total lost time per year, time
lost from unreliability, gross margin, total gross margin, and breakdown
maintenance cost for all the unit plant. The result obtained from the research
work revealed that the reliability value is within the range of 36.84 to 81.90%
whereas unreliability value is within the range of 18.10 to 69.88% for the
various plant units sampled. The failure rate obtained revealed 4.57x10 for
reboiler, 6.00x10 for stripper, 1.14x10 for cooling, 2.28x10 for compressor,
7.13x10 for Acid Dehydration, 1.30x10 for Heat Transfer, 6.85x10 for Expander
and 4.57x10 for Liquefaction respectively. Finally, the study is found useful in
monitoring, and predicting some units of liquefied natural gas plant in term of
failure.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The present research is based on the concept of reliability analysis on some
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availability of the different unit components. Studies on the reliability
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concepts have been carried out by various research groups in chemical,
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units of liquefied natural gas (LNG) operating system for optimum
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mechanical, electrical, civil processes etc. [1] The significance of the concept is to establish and identify areas within the plant that
are prone to abnormal influence on the system as well as area of worst case in terms of disasters [2].
The LNG process plant is a highly complex plant with diverse equipment control schemes and operating procedures [3]. When
process failure occurs, it influences the man-hour loss, production profit, cost of unreliability etc [4]. If the system failure leads to
leakage for a chemical section of the LNG plant, there is tendency of releasing major hazardous constituents to the environment,
and the process can lead to explosion, fire outbreak as well as release of toxic constituents [5].
The review to understand the LNG process operation mechanism to reduce cost, increase profit, reduce risk and improve
production is necessary on this research work [6[. Review on the failure cases will be identified, the man-hours losses, maintenance
cost, mean time between failure, failure rate, reliability, and unreliability will be discussed and lessons from them will help to
improve the operational system of LNG plant [7]. This research work will be used in developing measures for improvement in
terms of prevention as well as mitigating strategies for controlling the LNG process plant failure. Leakage of hydrocarbon in LNG
plant will influence the environment greatly since its constituent is highly flammable as well as very toxic in composition [8-10].
Research was conducted to analyze the risks associated with failure, which revealed that major cause was explosion and fire
outbreak resulting to casualties such as environmental damage and loss of properties. In their research, they further outlined the
significance of prevention and mitigation [11]. Energy today is the driving force of industry for sustainable development as well as
social economic development of any given nation. It is revealed that for the recent years energy consumption has increased rapidly
with the aid of natural gas [12]. It is also observed that as production increases, failures are also being recorded in the LNG plant
when machines are not properly serviced or maintained. Most of the plant reactors are subjected to high energy utilization, high
pressure system prone to flammable, toxic and hazardous characteristics; there is tendency of leakage, rupture which leads to
corrosion of the reactor or plant. The corrosion incident in the plant can cause malfunction of the plant [13]. Leakage of LNG plant
may result in serious accidents that can lead to man hour loss, production down time, profit reduction on production, increase in
risk, fire outbreak, and loss in terms of economic value, heavy casualties, exposition and reputational issues [14]. The application of
the reliability techniques and tools concepts can be established to enable the researcher outline the significance of reliability,
unreliability of LNG plant. Reliability of the event was determined by diagnosing the degree of failures of unit component, which
will be used in the formulation and determination of functional parameters in the various LNG plant units. The research work will
propose the best method for improving the performance of some units of the LNG plants and to reduce leakages. It is observed that
the regular failure experienced in the plants is low pressure due to leakage along the flow lines [15]. The potential risk factors of
LNG plant in terms of leakage will be identified and finding the possible control measures and risk management of the plant to
reduce man hour loss, reduction in production, reduce risk, increased economic value of the plant operation will be applied in the
work.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The following methods were adopted in carrying out the research work on reliability analysis of some units of liquefied natural gas
plants such as;
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Identification of component failures
The cause of the component failure
Company policies in terms of maintainability
Operational conditions
Identification of other important constrains as discussed in this research work. The mathematical model developed on this
research work was based on these factors highlighted above.

Reliability Approach Adopted
The following concepts were used in handling the analysis of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) component unit using reliability
a) Reliable information was obtained from the NLNG which is similar to failures experienced in other plants.
b) Data for formulation was obtained from NLNG, which was related to various failures as obtained from different unit plant
failures.
c) Report from the maintenance teams reveals the various root cause of failure of each unit component.
d) Oral interview was conducted to determine the root cause of the various unit plant failures.
e) The policy in term of maintainability was examine to determine the man hour lost as a result of delay before carrying out
maintenance on failed plant unit.
f) Reliability concept of Monte Carlo techniques was applied in this research work.
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approach. The steps involved in the reliability approach adopted are as stated below:
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g) Application of life cycle cost analysis was considered in the research work.
h) Improvement of the study by considering the application of statistical techniques.
i) Recommendation of the best practice to improve maintainability, reliability, availability, unreliability following all full
understanding of the root work leading to unit plant failure.
Reliability Models
The study was carried out by developing a mathematical model considering the number of failure of each unit plant and for 5 years
period of studies. The following parameters was considered such as Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) 1, Total Mean Time
Between Failure (TMTBF)1, Mean Time to Failure (MTTF)1, Mean Time to Repair (MTTR)1, Mean Corrective Maintenance Time
(MCMT)1, Mean Time Between Maintenance (MTBM)1, Mean Active Maintenance Time (MAMT)1, Failure Rate, Total Failure Rate,
Failure per year, total failure per year, total lost time per year, time lost from unreliability, cross margin, total gross margin, scrap
disposal cost per incident, breakdown maintenance cost, total breakdown maintenance cost, total lost cost availability, reliability
and unreliability.
Evaluation of Mean Time between Failures (E1MTBF)
The evaluation of mean time between failures is denoted by E1TMBF therefore

E 1 MTBF 

S1
N1

(1)

Where S1 is the study interval in years and N1 is the number of failures over the year under investigation.
Evaluation of Total Mean Time between Failures (E1TMTBF)
The evaluation of total mean time between failures is denoted by E1TMBF and the mathematical expression is given as

 1   1 
 1 
 1 
E 1TMTBF   1
 1
 1
 Tunit B   1

 Tunit D x  AHPY  (2)
 E MTBF   E MTBF 
 E MTBF  Tunit C  E MTBF 
Where AHPY represent annual hours per year
The equation (2) can be found useful in the expression of the evaluation of total failures per year (ETFPY)1 which is denoted by (ET)1
Therefore the evaluation of total failures per year (ETFPY) for the plant unit failure of the NLNG plant can be expressed as

(ET)1 =

Evaluation of Annual Hour per Year
1
 ETFPY 
Evaluation of Total Failures per Year

EOAHPY 1
EOTFPY 1

(3)

Evaluation of Failure Rate (EOFR)1
The evaluation of the failure rate of the NLNG plant studied can be determined using the mathematical formula stated below

EOFR1



1
E 1 MTBF



1
N1

S1 / N1
S1

(4)

EOFR1

1
 1  N 
  1
   1 
 E MTBF   S Tunit

(5)
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For various units of the plant we have
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Evaluation of Total Failure Rate (EOTFR)1
The evaluation of the total failure rate of the units can be expressed mathematical as:

EOFR1

 EOFR Tunit A  EOFR Tunit B  EOFR Tunit C  EOFR Tunit D
1

1

1

1

(6)

The Model for Train Unit Plant Functional Parameters Failure
There is need to evaluate the lost from unreliability per year of the train unit plant failure on the various groups of the liquefied
natural gas plant.
Evaluation of Failures per Year (EOFPY)1
The mathematical expression for the evaluation of failures per year of each train unit plant can be expressed as;
(EOFPY)1 = (evaluation of failure rate for each unit plant) x (annual hour per year) (7)
Therefore

EOFPY 1

 N1 
1
  1  EOAHPY 
S 

(8)

(EOFPY)1 = (EOFR)1 (EOAHP)

EOFPY 1

 1
 
 E MTBF

(9)


EOAHPY 


(10)

Evaluation of Total Failure Per Year (EOTFPY)1
The mathematical concept for the evaluation of total failure per year (E)TFPY) 1 can be expressed as:

EOTFPY 1   EOFPY 1unitA

  EOFPY  unitB   EOFPY  unitC   EOFPY  unitD
1

1

1

(11)

where (EOTFPY)1 is evaluation of total failure per year, (EOTFPY) is Summation of evaluation of total failure per year for
components of group A.
Evaluation of Total Corrective Time Per Failure (EOTCTPF)1
The mathematical expression for the evaluation of total corrective time per failure (EOTCTPF) of the NLNG unit plant failures is
given as

EOTCTPF 1

 Evaluation of corrective time per failure of each unit 


plant x evaluation of per year of each unit plant



Evaluationof total failure per year 

(12)

(13)

Evaluation of Lost Time Per Year (EOLTPY)1
In the evaluation of lost time per year (EOLTPY)1 of each unit plant in terms of mathematical concept can be written as
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EOCTPF 1unitA EOFPY 1unitA  EOCTF 1unitB EOCTF 1unitB 
1
1
1unitD EOCTF 1unitD
EOCTF 1 EOCTF  unitC EOCTF  unitC  EOCTF
EOTFPY 1
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 Evaluation of failures of
 
 each unit plant

EOLTPY 1

  Evaluation of correctie time 
 x 

  fialure for each unit plant 

(14)

Evaluation of Total Lost Time Per Year (EOTLTPY)
The concept of evaluation of total lost time per year in the NLNG unit plant can be determined using the mathematical expression
of the summation of each unit plant of evaluation of lost time per year as shown below in equation (3.15)

EOTLTPY 1  EOLTPY 1unit A  EOLTPY 1unit B
1
 EOLTPY  unit D

 EOLTPY  unit C
1

(15)

Evaluation of Time Lost from Unreliability
a. Gross Margin Evaluation (GME)1
The gross margin evaluation (GME)1 of each unit in the NLNG unit plant was determined using the mathematical expression stated
below

of lost time 

GME    Evaluation
per year

 Evaluation of gross
x 
  m arg in x hour

1







(16)

Hence
(GME)1 = (EOLTPY)1(evaluation of lost gross margin of $ x per hour)

(17)

b. Evaluation of Total Gross Margin (EOTGM)1
The mathematical evaluation for the total gross margin of the NLNG unit plant is calculated using the mathematical expression
stated below

EOTGM 1  ( EOLTPY )1 ( EOLGM at $ x per hours ) unitA 

( EOLTPY )

1



( EOLGM at $ per hours ) unitB 

EOLTPY 1 EOLGM at $ per hour  unitC
1
 EOLTPY  EOLGM at $ per hour  unitD

(18)

c. Evaluation of Scrap Disposal Cost Per Incident (EOSDCPI)1
In the evaluation scrap disposal cost per incident (EOSDCPI)1, the mathematical approach stated below can be found useful, thus

EOSDCPI 

1

 Evaluation of failure  Evaluation of Scrap 


  per year ( EOFPY )1  disposal cos t of $ per 
 for each unit plant  incident




(19)

d. Evaluation of Breakdown Maintenance Cost of Unreliability (EOBMCOU)1
It is necessary to evaluate the breakdown maintenance cost of unreliability using the mathematical expression stated below



Evaluationof gross m arg inevaluation of scrap disposal cos t 
Evaluationof total breakdown ma int eance cos t 

(20)

e. Evaluation of Total Breakdown Maintenance Cost (EOTBMC)1 of Unreliability
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EOBMCOU 1
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The evaluation of total breakdown maintenance cost (EOTBMC)1 of the NLNG unit plant was evaluated using the mathematical
model expression as shown below

EOTBMC1  EOBMC1unitA  EOBMC1unitB EOBMC1unitC  EOBMC1unitD

(21)

f. Evaluation of Total Lost Cost (EOTLC)1
The evaluation of the total lost cost of the NLNG unit plant investigated can be resolved using the mathematical expression stated
below

EOTLC 1TunitA  EOGMC 1TunitA  EOGMC 1TunitB 
EOGMC 1TunitC  EOGMC 1TunitD

(22)

Where T represent the various train in liquefied Natural gas Plant operation
Process Plant Determination Variables, Reliability, Unreliability and Availability
Evaluation of Reliability Model of liquefied Natural Gas Plant Process
The evaluation of the reliability of liquefied natural gas plant can be achieved by recalling the mathematical equation or formula as
stated below

 1
R1  
 M TBF


 t


(23)

Considering the various trains in the LNG plant in this case, the reliability can be evaluated by considering the summation of each
failure of the train unit. Therefore, equation (23) can be written as

 1
R1  
 M TBF


 1
 TunitA  

 M TBF


 1
 TunitB  

 M TBF


 1
 TunitC  

 M TBF


 TunitD


(24)

Evaluation of Unreliability Model of Liquefied Natural gas Plant Process
In the evaluation of unreliability of the liquefied natural gas plant process can be estimated by recalling the mathematical
expression stated below

U R  1 e

 1 

 t
 M TBF 

(25)

Where UR represent unreliability, t is time
Evaluation of Availability Model of Liquefied Natural Gas Plant Process
The availability model for the evaluation of the liquefied natural gas plant process can be achieved by recalling the mathematical
expression shown below

AV 

E 1 MTBF  EOLTPY
E 1 MTBF

(26)

Identification of Different Plant Unit Train 1-6 and Others
The liquefied natural gas process plant is made up of various unit train, normal 1-6 having the following units: Reboiler unit,
Stripper unit, Cooling unit, Compressor unit, Acid dehydration unit, Heat transfer fluid unit, Expander unit and Liquefication unit.
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The various train units are important components or session in the liquefied natural gas plant.
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Sampling
Oral interview was carried out to ascertain the nature in terms of a built plant of the Nigerian Liquefied Natural Gas Plant as well as
various literatures was considered. The causes of the failures were not revealed and data was gathered by random sampling within
the vicinity. Names of those interviewed were not taken for security reasons and the data obtained from the sampling covers the
period of 7 years experience of event. The rough information gathered was formulated into mathematical models, tool and
technique to enable the research proceed to the next level.
Identification of Root Cause (IORC)
In this research work, it was difficult to have access to the Nigerian liquefied natural gas plant located at Bonny Island, on that
issues concerning root cause was not identified but the researcher adopted the various root cause analysis from various literatures
as proposed by greater researchers.
Description of the Event for Data Collection
The event of data collection covers 1st May, 2011 to 31st May, 2018 in terms of plant unit report; but the data information of various
failures covers 2011 to 2018. Because of random sampling on this research average value were considered to represent the whole
data for each train unit failure for 7 years period. The data collected is inclusive of shutdown periods for plant.
Mean Team between Failure (E1MTBF) Model
The evaluation of mean time between failures is denoted by E1MTBF

S1
N1

E1MTBF =

= S1

(27)

Where S1 is the study interval in years and N1 is the number of failures over the year under investigation.
Total Mean Time between Failures (TMTBF) Model
The evaluation of Total Mean Time between failures is denoted by E1TMTBF and the mathematical expression is given as

E

1

TMTBF

   E 1


1

MTBF


 1 
 1 
 1 
 1

  1
  1

 Re b  E MTBF  Sti  E MTBF  Con  E MTBF  Com

 1 
 1 
 1 
 1 

 1
 1
   1
  1

 E MTBF  Aci  E MTBF  Hea  E MTBF  Exp  E MTBF  Liq
x  Annual hours per year 

(28)

Failure Rate (EOFR)1 Model
The evaluation of failures rate of the NLNG plant studied can be determined using the mathematical formula stated below

EOFR)  
1

1
E1MTBF



1
S1
N1



N1
S1

(30)

For various units of the plant we have

EOFR1

1
 1  N 
 1
   1 
 E MTBF   S Tunit

(31)

Total Failure Rate (EOTFR)1 Model

EOTFR1  EOFR1Re b  EOFR1Str  EOFR1Con  EOFR1Com  EOFR1 Aci
1
1
1
 EOFR Hea  EOFR Exp  EOFR Liq

(32)
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The evaluation of total failure rate of the units can be expressed mathematical as
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Failures Per Year (EOFPY)1 Model
The mathematical expression for the evaluation of failures per years of each unit of plant can be expressed as
(EOFPY)1 = (Evaluation of failure rate for each unit plant x (Annual hours hour year)

(32a)

Therefore





EOFPy1   N1  EOAHPy1

(33)

 S1 

EOFPy1

 EOFR EOAHPy
1

1

(34)

Total Failure Per Year (EOTFPY)1 Model
The mathematical concept for the evaluation of total failure per year (EOTFPY) can be expressed as

EOTFPy1   EOFPyRe b   EOFPy   EOFPyCoo   EOFPyCom
  EOFPyAci   EOFPyHea   EOFPyLiq

(35)

Total Corrective Time per Failure (EOTCTPF)1 Model
The mathematical expression for the evaluation of total corrective time per failure (EOTCTPF) of the NLNG unit plant failures is
given as

EOCTF   EOCTPF 1Re b x EOFPyRe b  EOCTFy Str x EOFPyStr
 EOCTPF Coo x EOFPyCoo  EOCTF Com x EOFPyCom  EOCTPF Aci
x EOFPyAci  EOCTPF Hea x EOFPyHea  EOCTPF Exp x EOFPyExp
 EOCTPF Liq x EOFPyLiq
 Evaluationof corrective time per failure 


 of each unit plant x Evaluation per year 
 of each plantnit




Evaluationof total failure per year

EOTCTPF 1

(36)

(37)

Lost Time Per Year (EOLTPY)1 Model
In the evaluation of lost time per year (EOLTPY)1 of each unit plant in terms of mathematical concept can be written as

EOLTPy1  

Evaluation of failure   Evaluation of corrective time failure 
 x 

 of each unit plant
  for each unit plant


(38)

To determine the evaluation of lost time per year of component futures can be expressed as

EOLTPy1  

Evaluation of failure   Evaluation of corrective time failure 
 x 

 of each unit plant
  for each unit plant


(39)

Total Lost Time per Year (EOTLTPY) Model
The concept of evaluation of total lost time per year in the NLNG unit plant can be determined using the mathematical expression

EOTLTPy1  EOLTPy1 Re b  EOLTPy1 Str  EOLTPy1 Coo  EOLTPy1 Com
1
1
1
1
 EOLTPy Aci  EOLTPy Hea  EOLTPy Exp  EOLTPy Liq

(40)
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of the summation of each unit plant of evaluation of lost time per year as shown below
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Time Lost from Unreliability Model
Gross Margin Evaluation (GME)1
The gross margin evaluation (MGME)1 of each unit in the NLNG unit plant was determined using the mathematical expression
stated below

GME 1

 Evaluationof lost time   Evaluationof gross m arg in 
 x 

 
 per year
  in hour


(41)

Total Gross Margin (EOTGM) Model
The mathematical evaluation of the total gross margin of the NLNG unit plant is calculated using the mathematical expression
stated below

EOTGM T  GME Re b  GME Str
 GME Hea GME Exp  GME Liq

 GME Coo  GME Com  GME Aci

(42)

Time Lost from Unreliability Model
In the evaluation of scrap disposal cost per incident (EOSDCPI), the mathematical expression is stated below

 Evaluationof failure per year   Evaluationof scrap disposal 
 

1
 cost $ per incident
(
EOFPy
)
for
each
unit
plant




ECOSDPCI   

(43)

Breakdown Maintenance Cost of Unreliability (EOBMCOU)1 Model
It is necessary to evaluate the breakdown maintenance cost of unreliability using the mathematical expression stated below

EOBMCOU 1  Evaluationof gross m arg inEvaluationof scrap disposal cost  (44)
Evaluationof total breakdown ma int enance cost 
Total Breakdown Maintenance Cost (EOTBMC) of Unreliability Model
The evaluation of total breakdown maintenance cost (EOTBMC)1 of the NLNG unit plant is calculated using the mathematical
model expression given below

EOTBMC1  EOBMC1Re b  EOBMC1Str  EOBMC1Coo  EOBMC1Com
1
1
1
1
 EOBMC Hea  EOBMC Aci  EOBMC Exp  EOBMC Liq

(45)

Evaluation of Total Lost Cost (EOTLC)1
The evaluation of the total lost cost of the NLNG unit plant investigated can be resolved using the mathematical expression stated
below

EOTLC 1  EOGMC 1Re b  EOGMC 1Str  EOGMC 1Coo  EOGMC 1Com
1
1
1
1
 EOGMC  Hea  EOGMC  Aci  EOGMC  Exp  EOGMC  Liq

(46)

Process Plant Determination Variables, Reliability, Unreliability and Availability
Reliability Model of Liquefied Natural Gas Plant Process
The evaluation of the reliability of liquefied natural gas plant can be achieved by recalling the mathematical equation on formula S1
stated below





t

(47)
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R  
 M TBF
1
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Considering the various trains in the NLNG plant in this case, the reliability can be evaluated by considering the summation of each
failure of the train unit. Therefore, equation (22) can be written as

 1
R1  
 M TBF
 1
 
 M TBF


 1

 
 Re b  M TBF


 1
  
 Hea  M TBF


 1
  
 Str  M TBF


 1
  
 Exp  M TBF


 1
  
Coo  M TBF


 1
  
Com  M TBF



 Aci

(48)



 Liq

Unreliability Model of Liquefied Natural gas Plant Process
In the evaluation of Unreliability of the liquefied natural gas plant process can be estimated by recalling the mathematical
expression below

UR  1  e

 1
 
 M TBF


 t


(49)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Reliability and Unreliability of Reboiler Units
The result of reliability and unreliability of the reboiler unit was examined on the influence of time as presented in Figure 1.

Reliability and Unreliability of Reboiler Units

120
y = 7.8894x + 40.889
R² = 0.898

100
80
60

Rreb
40

Ureb

y = -8.3886x + 62.109
R² = 0.8715

20
0
0

2

-20

4

6

8

10

Time (Year)

Figure 1: Graph of Reliability and Unreliability of Reboiler Units versus Time
The Figure 1 showcases the relationship between reliability and unreliability of the reboiler unit upon the influence of time on a
liquefied natural gas plant operation. Increase in unreliability was observed with increase on reliability upon the influence of time
due to continuous failure experienced on the reboiler unit components. The variation in the reliability and unreliability of the
reboiler unit components on the liquefied natural gas plant can be attributed to the variation to the period of exposure, component
utilization hour, quantity of product used, manpower installation approaches applied during maintenance, repair technique etc.
The equation of the curve was established y = 7.8894x + 40,889 with the square root of the best fit as R 2 = 0.898 for unreliability of the
reboiler component. The equation of the curve obtained revealed that the slope and the intercept as 40.889 and 7.8894 for the
concept of unreliability for the reliability case, the equation of the curve is give as y = 8.3886x + 62.109 with the square root of the

Reliability and Unreliability of Stripper Unit
The result of reliability and unreliability of the Stripper Unit was examined on the influence of time as presented in Figure 2.
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best fit given as R2 = 0.8715 as well as the value of slope and intercept given as 62.109 and -8.3586 as presented in Figure 1.
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Reliability and Unreliability of Stripper Units
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Figure 2: Graph of Reliability and Unreliability of Stripper Unit versus Time
The graph of reliability and unreliability of stripper unit of the liquefied natural gas plant upon the influence of time is shown in
Figure 2. It is observed that an increase in unreliability and decrease on reliability of the stripper unit occurs as a result of content
failure of the unit components. The failures can be attributed ageing nature of the facilities and component unit on the striper plant.
The variation in the unreliability and reliability of the stripper unit can be attributed to the variation in time, aging of the plant unit
and other environmental factors. The equation of the curve established is given as y = 6.7479x + 54.562 with the square root of the
best fit given as R2 = 0.7684 for unreliability of the stripper unit whereas for the reliability of the stripper unit, the equation of the
curve is given as y = 6.7479x + 45.438 with the square root of R 2 = 0.7684 as shown in Figure 2. The behaviour in terms of reliability
and unreliability of the stripper unit of the liquefied natural gas plant unit considered can be view on constant failure of various
components that made up the stripper unit resulting to the aging characteristics of the unit component materials used in installation
and repair when failure occurs.
Reliability and Unreliability of Cooling Unit
The result of reliability and unreliability of the Cooling Unit was examined on the influence of time as presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Graph of Reliability and Unreliability of Cooling Unit versus Time
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Reliability and Ureliability of Cooling Units
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From Figure 3 it is seen that the relationship between reliability and unreliability upon the influence of time on the cooling unit
of the liquefied natural gas plant was studies. The results obtained revealed initial decrease in unreliability before sudden increase
was observed and a constant value as well as obtained. The equation of the curve is given as y = 8.120x + 47.636 with the square root
of the best fit given as R2 = 0.4547. Similarly, considering the state of the reliability of the cooling unit, it is observed at an increase
was observed for a period of years before sudden decrease was experienced until a constant value of reliability was achieved as
presented in Figure 3. The equation of the curve of reliability of the cooling unit is given a y = 81.201x + 52.37 with the square root of
the best fit for the cooling unit is given as R2 = 0.4548. The variation in the reliability and unreliability value of the various
components used in the repair or maintainability of the cooling unit can be attributed to various factors such as production time,
installation fault operational hour of the cooling unit system, environmental factors.
Reliability and Unreliability of Compressor Unit
The result of reliability and unreliability of the Compressor Unit was examined on the influence of time as presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Graph of Reliability and Unreliability of Compressor Unit versus Time
The behaviour of the reliability and unreliability of compressor unit of liquefied natural gas plant is shown in Figure 4. The
results obtained revealed increase in unreliability of the cooling unit components upon the influence of periods of exposure and
utilization by the plant unit as well as the failure can be attributed to the aging of components installation error, quality of
component material. The equation of the curve for cooling unit of the liquefied natural gas plant is given as y = 8.6179x + 16.665
with square root of best fit for the cooling unit is given as R2 = 0.9537 for the cooling unit of unreliability for reliability the equation
of the curve for the cooling unit is given as y = 7.9702x + 78.021 with the square root of the best fit for the cooling unit given as R2 =
0.8163. The result presented in Figure 4 demonstrates decrease in reliability with increase in time. The decrease in reliability can be
attributed to lump component sampled as well as constant failure of these components in the cooling unit. Other important factors
to be considered included the aging of component materials in the cooling unit, the manner and nature of maintenance, the type of
materials used during repair and quality of the manpower used in terms of experienced.
Reliability and Unreliability of Acid Dehydrated Unit
The result of reliability and unreliability of the Acid Dehydrated Unit was examined on the influence of time as presented in Figure
5.
The characteristics of the behaviour of the acid dehydrated unit of the liquefied natural gas plant was examined in terms of
reliability and unreliability upon the influence of time as presented in Figure 5. Result obtained demonstrates an increase in
of utilization and exposure of the various components for operational usage. The variation in the unreliability value of the acid
dehydrated unit of liquefied natural gas plant can be attributed to variation on time of operational usage and other factors such as
quality of materials used during repairs, experience of manpower used for the service of repair, identification of the root cause of
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unreliability of the component materials on the acid dehydrated unit in terms of failure characteristics upon the influence of period
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the failure before replacement of the faulty items in the acid dehydrated unit plant. The equation of the curve obtained for the acid
dehydrated unit plant of the liquefied natural gas plant is given as y = 5.2337x + 66.26 with the square root of the best fit for the acid
dehydrate unit is given as R2 = 0.6764 for unreliability. For reliability the equation of the curve is given as y = 5.2337x + 33.74 with
the square root of the best fit for the acid dehydrated unit is given as R 2 = 0.6764 as presented in Figure 5. The variation in the
reliability valve of the acid dehydrate unit plant components can be attributed to variation in the constant failure of the various
utilization by the plant, aging of the materials used for repair, manpower experience etc.
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Figure 5: Graph of Reliability and Unreliability of Acid Dehydrated Unit versus Time
Reliability and Unreliability of Heat Transfer Fluid Unit
The result of reliability and unreliability of the Heat Transfer Fluid Unit was examined on the influence of time as presented in
Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Graph of Reliability and Unreliability of Heat Transfer Fluid Unit versus Time

of the heat transfer fluid unit component failure upon the influence of time. The equation of the curve obtained is given as y =
3.1496x + 8044 with the square root of the best fit given as R 2 = 0.5442 whereas for reliability the equation of the curve is given as y =
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The heat transfer fluid unit of the liquefied natural gas plant was studied in terms of reliability and unreliability and results
obtained is shown in Figure 6 upon the influence of time. The results obtained for unreliability revealed an increase in unreliability
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3.1496x + 19.56 with the square root of the best fit given as R 2 = 0.5442. The variation in the characteristics of reliability and
unreliability value of the components in the heat transfer fluid unit plant can be attributed to the variation in constant failure of the
components, the aging of the components used during repairs experience of the manpower used for maintainability and other
contributing factors, which include lack of identification of the root cause of the event. Decrease in reliability value was observed
with increase in time of utilization of plant component materials.
Reliability and Unreliability of Expander Unit
The result of reliability and unreliability of the Heat Transfer Fluid Unit was examined on the influence of time as presented in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Graph of Reliability and Unreliability of Expander Unit versus Time
From Figure 7, it is seen that the reliability and unreliability characteristics of expander unit plant of the liquefied natural gas
plant components was examined upon the influence of failures which was attributed to time utilization by the plant. Increase in
unreliability was experienced with increase in time utilization of the plant unit. The equation of the curve for expander unit is given
as y = 6.7495x + 54.547 with the square root of the best fit given as R2 = 0.7683 whereas for the reliability, the equation of the curve
was given as y = 6.7495x + 45.453 with square root of the best fit given as R 2 = 0.7683. The variation in the reliability and unreliability
characteristics of the components used in the repair of the expander unit can be attributed to the variation in the constant failure of
repair parts component experience of the manpower used, the quality of the component materials used for replacement and other
environmental factor.
Reliability and Unreliability of Liquefaction Unit
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The result of reliability and unreliability of the Liquefaction Unit was examined on the influence of time as presented in Figure 8.
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Reliability and Unreliability of
Liquefaction Unit
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Figure 8: Graph of Reliability and Unreliability of Liquefaction Unit versus Time
Figure 8 demonstrates the relationship between reliability and unreliability of liquefraction unit component failures upon time
utilization of the liquefied natural gas plant. The result presented in Figure 8 illustrates decrease in reliability value of the
component due to constant failure experienced in the unit with the period under investigation. In the case of unreliability, increase
is observed with increase in time as shown in Figure 8. The variation of the reliability and unreliability value of liquefraction unit
components used for repair of faulty items can be attributed to the various component in the constant of time, period of component
parts utilization of the plant maintainability concepts, and other contributing factors as mentioned in the various area of discussion.
The equation of the curve for the liquefraction unit is given as y = 7.8477x + 41.014 with the square root of the best fit for the
liquefraction unit is given as R2 = 0.8944 for the unreliability whereas for the reliability the equation of the curve for the liquefraction
unit is given as y = 8.3878x + 62.93 with the square root of the best fit given as R 2 = 0.5716 as presented in Figure 8.
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